Victor® OUT O'SIGHT® Mole Trap

Instructions

To locate tunnels in frequent use, clear away a mound of soil and probe for the opening usually a short passage that leads down a few inches to the main tunnel.

To Place the Mole Traps:

1. Dig a hole down to main tunnel. Make certain that hole is no larger than the mole trap and that it is aligned with straight section of the tunnel.
2. Build a mound in center of hole using loose soil.
3. Place mole traps in the hole, pushing down firmly until it rests on mound. Fill in tunnel entrances with soil. Release safety hook.

**NOTE:** Place a box or board over trap to avoid danger to children and animals.

To Set the Mole Traps:

1. Place setting levers on mole traps spring as shown.
2. Carefully draw setting levers together. This will require some strength.
3. When levers are fully compressed, place end of locking bar on trigger pan. Temporarily set the safety hook around top of other mole trap leg.
4. Remove setting levers and place mole traps in mole runway.
5. Release safety hook only when trap is properly positioned.

**NOTE:** To reduce sensitivity and increase trigger tension, bend trigger pan slightly with pliers.

Caution should be taken when setting this product so that injury does not occur. Keep out of the reach of children.